
WASHINGTON: There were more airline deaths world-
wide due to deliberate acts in 2015 than from acciden-
tal air crashes, for the second year in a row, according to
an industry tally.  There were only eight accidental air-
line crashes last year, accounting for 161 passenger and
crew deaths - the fewest crashes and deaths since at
least 1946. The tally by Flightglobal, an aviation news
and industry data company, excludes a German airliner
that was deliberately flown into a mountainside in the
French Alps last March, and a Russian airliner packed
with tourists that exploded over Egypt in October. 

The toll for those two incidents was 374 killed.  In
2014, the toll from a Malaysia Airlines plane that disap-
peared and another that was shot down over Ukraine
in 2014 was 537 deaths compared to 436 accident
deaths that year. “In recent years, airline safety has
improved very considerably to the point where, typical-
ly, there are now very few fatal accidents and fatalities
in a year,” said Paul Hayes, Flightglobal’s director of air
safety and insurance. “However, flight security remains
a concern.”

A far cry
Although some years are better than others, the

fatal accident rate has been improving for many years.
The global fatal accident rate for all types of airline
operations in 2015 was one per 5 million flights, the
best year ever. The previous best year was 2014, with a

fatal accident rate of 1 per 2.5 million flights. Airline
operations are now about four or five times safer than
they were 20 years ago. Those tallies are for all types of
airline flights, including cargo, positioning, training, and
maintenance flights. There were just 98 paying passen-
gers killed last year in accidental crashes compared to
790 in 2007. A far cry from 1970s, when the annual
average of passengers killed in accidental crashes was
1,289.

A big reason for the improving record is better engi-
neering: Today’s airliners and aircraft engines are far
safer than earlier generations of planes. They are more
highly automated, which has reduced many common
pilot errors. They have better satellite-based navigation
systems. They are made of stronger, lighter weight, less
corrosive materials. And they’re equipped with safety
systems introduced in recent decades, and repeatedly
improved over time, that have nearly eliminated mid-
air collisions between airliners and what the industry
calls “controlled flight into terrain” - pilots who lose situ-
ational awareness and fly their planes into a mountain-
side or into the ground.  

Higher accident rate
The aircraft improvements are due primarily to les-

sons learned from crash investigations that are taken
into account when new planes are designed, said John
Goglia, a former National Transportation Safety Board

member. As older planes are replaced with newer
planes, aviation becomes safer, he said. “We’re now up
to about the 7th generation of jet airplanes,” he said.
“We know the first generation - DC-8s, 707s - had a
higher accident rate than the second or the third or the
fourth generations, and it just moves on up.”

But more needs to be done to weed out disturbed
pilots and guard against acts of terrorism, experts said.
The Germanwings case is especially perplexing, said
John Cox, a former airline pilot and aviation safety con-
sultant. Pilot Andreas Lubitz managed to conceal his
troubles even though airlines are continually evaluat-
ing pilots for signs of trouble. Pilots evaluate each other
as well.  It’s not known what caused Malaysia Airlines
Flight 370 to disappear while flying from Kuala Lumpur
to Beijing, but many aviation safety experts theorize
that it was mostly likely the result of deliberate acts,
probably by one of the two pilots.

“Pilots from day one are so ingrained with protect-
ing the passengers, with learning skills to deal with
unanticipated events ... and evaluated on how well you
deal with stress,” Cox said. “Those who don’t do well
with it don’t survive as professional pilots.” The Islamic
State has claimed credit for a bomb suspected of blow-
ing apart a MetroJet A320 over Egypt. Malaysia Airlines
Flight 17 was shot down by a Russian Buk surface-to-air
missile fired from rebel-held territory in Eastern
Ukraine, according to Dutch crash investigators.   — AP 
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NEW YORK: As bitter winter weather arrived
in the Northeast, New York’s governor
issued an executive order requiring the
homeless to be forcibly removed from the
streets in freezing temperatures, an
unprecedented government interjection
that faced immediate legal questions and
backlash. The order, believed to be the only
one of its kind in any city or state, would
require communities to reach out to their
street homeless populations and take those
people to shelters, voluntarily or not, once
the temperature drops to 32 degrees
Fahrenheit or below.

“We have to get people in off the streets,”
Democratic Gov Andrew Cuomo said. But
the order faced resistance, including from
New York City officials, who threatened not
to comply. The prospect of forcible removals
from the streets also raised deep worries
among advocates for the homeless. “Put
simply, being homeless is not a crime,” said
Mary Brosnahan, president of the Coalition
for the Homeless in New York, who warned
that aggressive measures would push “the
most marginalized homeless men and
women further away from the very net-

works needed to engage them.”
That sentiment was echoed by some

homeless men interviewed by The
Associated Press on Monday. Eddie Rouse
said he feels safer and more comfortable rid-
ing subway trains for warmth on frigid New
York City nights than he would in a shelter.
“I’ve been in a shelter, and I’m telling you, a
lot of those people need to be in mental
institutions,” said Rouse, who’s 64. “You’ve
got drug addicts. You have to wake up at a
certain time and leave at a certain time. So
they’ll put you back in the cold. You can’t
stay in the shelter. It’s not a safe haven.”

Under current state law, a police officer
or outreach worker can take people from
the street only if they appear to be in immi-
nent danger or display signs of mental ill-
ness. Maria Foscarinis, the executive director
of the National Law Center on
Homelessness and Poverty, said there was
no other US municipality that had adopted
a broad rule of removing people from the
streets when it gets cold. “The approach of
the order is misguided,” Foscarinis said. “It’s a
positive thing that (Cuomo) understands
the urgency of doing something to help

homeless people. But what’s needed is per-
manent housing and services, not these
kind of tactics.”

Cuomo was moved to act amid a grow-
ing homelessness crisis in New York City,
which houses about 58,000 people in shel-

ters and has another 3,000 to 4,000 people
living on the streets. Six  homeless people
suffered cold-weather-related deaths in the
city during the winter of 2013-14, the last
season for which statistics are available.
Thirty years ago, then-Mayor Ed Koch tried
to relocate the city’s homeless but faced
massive legal obstacles. The state’s Mental
Hygiene Law requires police to interview
and determine mental capacity before tak-
ing a homeless person into custody; if the
person appears to suffer from mental illness,
he could be taken to a hospital or mental
institution for evaluation.

Cuomo aides said Sunday, shortly after
the order was issued, that state officials
were interpreting the law to mean anyone
who chose to turn down shelter in favor of
sleeping outside in freezing temperatures
inherently displayed some degree of mental
illness and could therefore be removed. The
governor’s office later appeared to walk
back that interpretation. “Obviously, the
order does not mandate involuntary com-
mitment for competent individuals,”
Cuomo’s counsel, Alphonso David, said in a
written statement. — AP  

CUERNAVACA: The Mexican drug cartel
known as Los Rojos is suspected of
being behind the murder of a mayor
who was gunned down a day after tak-
ing office, authorities said Monday. The
killing of Gisela Mota, 33, has shocked
the nation, putting a spotlight on the
violence plaguing the central state of
Morelos and the dangers mayors have

faced across Mexico.
The left-of-center former member of

Congress was shot in her house on
Saturday, barely 24 hours after taking
her oath of office in Temixco, about 90
kilometers south of Mexico City. Nearly
100 mayors and more than 1,000 munic-
ipal workers have been attacked in
Mexico in the past decade, mainly by

organized crime groups, according to
the Association of Local Authorities of
Mexico. “The lines of investigation indi-
cate that the criminal group Los Rojos
was responsible for the murder of Gisela
Mota,” Governor Graco Ramirez wrote on
Twitter.

He told local radio that Mota was
killed by a Rojos cell because she was
“against letting them having a presence”
and she backed the installation of a “uni-
fied command” between the state and
municipal police in her city of 100,000
people. Ramirez, who like Mota is a
member of the leftist Democratic
Revolution Party, said that Mota’s mur-
der was a “clear threat” by the gang for
mayors to reject the police reform.
Morelos State Security Commissioner
Alberto Capella told Radio Formula that
Mota’s murder could be linked to the
killing of a person whose dismembered
body was found on a highway on
December 31 and to three other cases.

Father chased killers
Two suspects, including the cell’s

leader, were killed in a shootout with
police just minutes after Mota’s killing
while three others, including a 17-year-

old boy and a 32-year-old woman, were
detained, authorities said. Ramirez said
the assassins burst into Mota’s home
and killed her in front of her family, and
her father then “courageously ran after
them” after them. Authorities are seek-
ing to arrest more suspects. Los Rojos
(The Reds) and their archrivals, the
Guerreros Unidos (United Warriors),
have sought to “generate terror through
kidnapping or control of certain areas” in
Morelos, Capella said. The Guerreros
Unidos became notorious as the prime
suspects in the presumed killing of 43
students who disappeared in the neigh-
boring state of Guerrero in 2014.

Governor vs football legend
Ramirez ordered state police to place

15 municipalities, including Temixco and
the neighboring state capital,
Cuernavaca, under the unified com-
mand following Mota’s murder. Ramirez
has clashed with the new mayor of
Cuernavaca, former football star
Cuauhtemoc Blanco, over the police
scheme and their conflict re-ignited on
Monday. Ramirez said that when he met
with Blanco over the issue, the sports
legend was “rude” to him.  —  AFP 
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TEMIXCO: Supporters and family accompany to the cemetery the cof-
fin of Gisela Mota, newly elected mayor of Temixco, Morelos state,
Mexico, murdered on Saturday by hitmen. — AFP 

NEW YORK: A pedestrian drops money in a cup for a homeless man near
Times Square in New York.  — AP 

Order to remove homeless from NY streets faces challenges

HASSANA: File photo shows the tail of a Metrojet plane that crashed in Hassana, Egypt. — AP 

MANCHESTER: Republican presidential
hopeful Donald Trump is giving some of the
most divisive proposals of his campaign a
starring role in his first major television ad, as
the unsettled race for the party’s nomination
swirls around security concerns.  With the
opening 2016 primary contest four weeks
away, the billionaire businessman is spot-
lighting his plan to ban Muslims from enter-
ing the United States - temporarily and with
exceptions, he says - and to build a wall
along the southern border. 

Trump’s campaign says he plans to spend
$2 million a week on the ad, set to begin air-
ing today across the first two states to cast
votes in the Republican nominating contest.
Iowa hosts the nation’s kickoff presidential
caucuses on Feb 1 and New Hampshire fol-
lows with the opening primary election on
Feb 9. The real estate magnate, who leads
the Republican field nationally, is fighting for
a good showing in the leadoff states against
several rivals, particularly Sen Ted Cruz.
Trump’s proposal on Muslims has been con-
demned by Republicans and Democrats as
un American and counterproductive, yet the
hardline approach to immigration has fueled
his popularity among the overwhelmingly
white Republican primary electorate.

The new ad features dark images of the
San Bernardino shooters, who were Muslims,
and body bags. “The politicians can pretend
it’s something else. But Donald Trump calls it
radical Islamic terrorism. That’s why he’s call-
ing for a temporary shutdown of Muslims
entering the United States until we can fig-
ure out what’s going on,” a narrator says.
Video footage later in the ad shows people
apparently streaming freely across a border
as the narrator says Trump will “stop illegal
immigrants by building a wall on our south-
ern border that Mexico will pay for.”

Facing questions from news outlets, the

Trump campaign acknowledged in a state-
ment Monday that the border images were
of a Spanish enclave in Morocco, not the US-
Mexican border. “I think it’s irrelevant,” Trump
said in an interview on Fox News Channel’s
“The O’Reilly Factor” Monday night. “So you
can just take it any way you want, but it’s
really merely a display of what a dumping
ground is going to look like. And that’s what
our country’s becoming very rapidly.” His
campaign elaborated in a statement, saying
the selection of footage was intended “to
demonstrate the severe impact of an open
border and the very real threat Americans
face if we do not immediately build a wall
and stop illegal immigration.”

The ad, posted on Trump’s website
Monday, is a departure from the typical
introductory campaign spot, which often
features a candidate introducing himself vot-
ers or sharing her life story.  But Trump
already is well-known to voters. He was the
star of the popular “The Apprentice,” his
name is plastered on high-rise and hotel
buildings across the country and he has
dominated news coverage over the last six
months.

Republican pollster Frank Luntz, at times
a Trump critic, predicted the new ad would
help Trump among the slice of Republican
voters who participate in early voting con-
tests. “This may not be a majority position in
the country,” Luntz said of the Muslim ban. “It
may not even be a majority position within
the Republican Party, but among those who
will vote in the caucuses and the primaries it
is a popular position, and he will benefit
from it.” An ABC News/Washington Post poll
conducted in December found that 6 in 10
Americans think a ban on Muslims entering
the United States is the wrong thing to do.
Among only Republicans, however, 6 in 10
say they would support such a policy. — AP 
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CHICAGO: A top city of Chicago lawyer stepped
down Monday after a federal judge accused him
of hiding evidence in a fatal police shooting, the
latest allegation of wrongdoing amid ongoing
scrutiny of how the city deals with such cases.
Separately, the city agency that investigates
police shootings vowed greater transparency,
saying Monday that it would start divulging some
details of active cases as it tries to bolster public
confidence in the process.

Since November, Chicago has been dealing
with fallout from the release of a video showing a
white officer fatally shooting black teenager
Laquan McDonald. The video prompted protests
and led to a wide-ranging civil rights investiga-
tion of the entire police department by the US
Department of Justice. Monday’s 72-page opin-
ion from US District Judge Edmond Chang was
part of a civil lawsuit brought by relatives of
Darius Pinex, a black man, who was shot and
killed by police during a 2011 traffic stop in
Chicago.

The officers, Raoul Mosqueda and Gildardo
Sierra, said they opened fire as Pinex refused
orders and put his car in reverse. The officers had
said they stopped Pinex because his car matched
a description they heard on their police radio of a
car suspected of involvement in an earlier shoot-
ing.  But records emerged after the trial began
that officers weren’t listening to the channel
broadcasting the radio traffic about the suspect’s
car. The judge said a city lawyer “intentionally

concealed” that evidence. The judge on Monday
tossed a jury’s finding in April that the police
shooting was justified, ordered a new trial and
instructed the city to pay attorney’s fees to the
plaintiffs.

“Attorneys who might be tempted to bury
late-surfacing information need to know that, if
discovered, any verdict they win will be forfeit
and their clients will pay the price,” the judge
wrote. He said Jordan Marsh, a senior corporation
counsel, also later lied about when he was aware
of the evidence. The judge also accused the law
department, which defends city employees
accused of wrongdoing, of shoddy record-keep-
ing, saying it contributed to the problem in the
Pinex case. The city law department announced
Marsh’s resignation later Monday, saying it “does
not tolerate any action that would call into ques-
tion the integrity of the lawyers who serve”
Chicago. It also said it was reviewing its training
and evidence-gathering procedures.

But a lawyer for the Pinex family, Steve
Greenberg, said Marsh’s actions reflect on the city
law department as a whole. He accused the
department of not acting quickly enough when it
realized its attorney wasn’t forthcoming about
critical evidence. “It shows the city hasn’t just
fought to protect officers, it also fights tooth and
nail to protect its lawyers,” he said. “I don’t think
they cared that (Pinex) got killed, they didn’t care
what the truth was and they didn’t care they
cheated (with the evidence).” — AP 
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LOWELL: Supporters cheer prior to an address by Republican presidential candidate
Donald Trump during a campaign stop at the Tsongas Center in Lowell, Mass. — AP


